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An algebra tt of operators on a Hubert space H is called reductive in 
case every subspace of H invariant under U is invariant under U*. Our objec
tive in this note is to indicate how to construct some nonselfadjoint, ultra-

weakly closed, reductive algebras. Our algebras do not provide a counterexam
ple to the reductive algebra question: Are there any nonselfadjoint, weakly 

closed, reductive algebras? because each is weakly dense in the von Neumann 
algebra it generates. However, they do provide evidence for a negative answer 
to the question. 

Let 83 be a von Neumann algebra on the Hubert space H, let {a ,} , e R be 
an ultraweakly continuous, one-parameter group of «-automorphisms of 93, and 
let U be the set of A G $3 such that for each ultraweakly continuous linear 
functional p on © the function of t, p(oct(A)), admits a bounded analytic ex
tension to the upper half-plane. Then U is an ultraweakly closed subalgebra 
of S3 which generates 53 such that U n U* = £4 e %\at(A) = A, for all t G R} 

[1]. 
The following theorem goes back to Helson and Lowdenslager [3] and its 

proof may be constructed easily from Arveson's paper [1] or from Forelli's 

[2]-

THEOREM 1. Let M be a closed subspace of H invariant under U, but 

not under93. Then there is a nonzero projection e in 53', and there is a strong

ly continuous unitary representation {Ut}t(ER of R on eH such that 

(*) Ut(eAe) U* = e at(A)e, A G 53, tGR. 

Moreover, E([09 °°))eH ^eM D E((0, °°)) H, where E is the spectral measure of 
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There is a converse, but it will not be needed for our examples. 
It follows that U will be reductive whenever it is impossible to find a 

subspace invariant under SB on which {oct}tŒR is unitarily implemented; i.e., on 
which there is a unitary representation of R satisfying (*). The following theo
rem provides criteria for deciding when this happens. It was shown to us by 
Masamichi Takesaki who based the proof on an argument of Kadison [4]. 

THEOREM 2. Let 93 be a 11^ factor with faithful normal trace tr. Sup
pose 99' is finite and that there is a real X (=£ 0) such that tr o at = eXttx for 
all t G R. Then {oct}^GR cannot be unitarily implemented on any subspace in
variant under 93. 

Surprisingly, examples of factors and automorphism groups satisfying the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2 abound in nature (cf. [6]); however, they are often 
difficult to exhibit explicitly. A reasonably tractable concrete example, shown 
to us by Takesaki, can be constructed with a variant of the group-measure con
struction of Murray and von Neumann. 

As we mentioned above, our examples are weakly dense in their contain
ing von Neumann algebras. To see this, observe that if 53 and {a,} f eR satisfy 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2, then any finite ampliation of 93 together with 
the automorphism group induced by {af}fGR also satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2. From this, it follows that every finite ampliation of U has the 
same invariant subspaces as the corresponding ampliation of 93; whence U is 
weakly dense in 58. No matter what the final answer to the reductive algebra 
question is, our examples place in sharp relief once again differences between 
the weak and ultraweak topologies—differences not anticipated by convention
al wisdom. 
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1. Introduction. Let X(£l), Y(£l) and Z(12 x 12) be rearrangement invari
ant Banach function spaces, where 12 = (0, °°) with the Lebesgue measure. Let 
M(£2) be the set of measurable functions on 12 and for every k G Z(12 x 12), 
denote by zk the integral operator given by zk(f)(x) = fa k(x, y)f(y)dy for 
/Gitf(!2),jtel2. 

In this paper we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of 
the fundamental functions of the spaces (see [2] and [4] ) for zk to be of 
weak type {X, Y} for every k EZ. The methods are similar to those employed 
by O'Neil in his fundamental paper [3]. 

2. The Lorentz A(Z) and Af(Z) spaces. It is well known how to define 
the Lorentz A and M spaces associated with X(12). To extend these definitions 
to Z(12 x 12), we "smash" Z into Z(12), say, via Luxemburg's representation 
theorem [1]. The relationship between the fundamental functions of these 
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